
ZHINENG COURSE & RETREAT  
8 DAYS, 7 NIGHTS

Healing in depth 
through the development of our potential

 

Diagnose: using consciousness to see, hear,
and feel ourselves, and other people, plants,

divers objects, environment, entirety
Treatment: pure consciousness for higher
effectivity in our healing and in creating

our lives from true self vision

M A L A G A

Guided by
R O C I O  S I N T A S

ABILITIES
of the mind in oneness

A p r i l  2 3 - 3 0
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Content
Self healing, work in couples and group. Methods La
Qi, Wu Wei meditation and diverse practices.
Practice ability of gan zhi (to know, hear), gan ying
(to feel), tou shi (to see inside, through, in distance).
Opening upper dantian with tian jian mudra,
opening tianmu from outside and "xu" method.
Experiments for developing ability of sending
information on an effective manner from dao de.
Evenings with straight legs sitting method.

Location
The retreat place is located in Malaga province, about
50 km from the capital, surrounded by beautiful
mountains, with a swimming pool, gardens and wide
spaces to enjoy.

Accommodation and meals
There are rustic apartments to share, with private
bathroom, kitchen, and terrace or patio with nice
views of the surroundings. We have three delicious
vegetarian meals per day with extra refreshment in
between classes.

Investment
8 days, 7 nights, full board: 750€ early bird if booking
before March 10th. Standard price afterwards: 840€.
Limited capacity, contact us in advanced.

Timetable
8:00 a 9:00 - Morning practice
9:00 a 10:00 - Breakfast
10:00 a 13:45 - Class
14:00 a 16:30 - Lunch and rest
16:30 a 19:45 - Class
20:00 a 21:00 - Dinner
21:00 a 21:30 - Evening practice
Includes moments of relaxation, nature, celebration

PROGRAM
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